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welcome
OUR PRIORITY IS TO
PROVIDE OUR CLIENTS WITH

QUALITY INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
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president’S
WELCOME

Technology in the security market today is changing. Bottom line. Look around you.
Cameras, locks, doors, card readers, etc.. are now part of the IT network.
With the advancement of technology in the area of crime detection and monitoring,
the need for updated applications has become undeniable, which is why we are introducing the IP-based surveillance as a tool in tracking crimes and monitoring movement in public places and private companies
The technology is simple to use and enables the management/organization to view,
monitor, reduce and manage situational crimes. With our comprehensive and fully
customized reports, the utilization of this system is made easy.
Over the past years, we here at VNILA Services Inc. have developed a conference focused on the emergence of IP-ready physical security technology — we are moving
into our tenth year as the premier IT partner in the market that addresses these very
questions.
The following white paper is another educational tool available to you to help you
build your IP expertise. It introduces to all kind of staff member to some of the gains
businesses have experienced through the implementation of IP video surveillance. It
also provides a guide to the overall business value of transitioning to IP-based security and suggestions for how to seize these advantages.
If you need to learn the language of IP. Come on, take a look!
President
VNILA Services Inc.
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vision and
mission

{
{

VISION

}

Our vision is to create a secured everyday life for
our clients to make their customers feel
protected while on their premises, campus,
restaurant, school, faith-based organization, etc.

MISSION

}

Provide our clients with the best available
technology to fulfill system needs and to thrive
on their security demands.

VNILA Services Inc.
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MEET OUR TEAM

Our team members take great pride in being a part of the VNILA Services family,
advancing our dedication to help our clients. This is your chance to meet firsthand from individuals across our company. It’s your opportunity to get to know our
company – and the people who work here – a little better.

Ergueen
Born in SoCal and raise by different world latitutes! Ergueen
has an extensive background on international telecommunications, sales, outreach, branding and marketing. Strategist
by nature and fluent in 3 languages, Ergueen brings a
diverse perspective to the company and knows what truly
drives conversions for clients. He’s also a volleyball coach
and like to spend time with the family!

Miguel
Miguel is the operations manager of VNILA with an extensive
expertise on marketing. Previously, he worked as a marketing manager for a tech software startup. He graduated
with honors from Cal State Los Angeles with a degree in
Computer Science. Father of 3 lovely princesses!

Miriam
Miriam comes from a background with combined experiences, medical billing, NGOs, small business owner, and
bookkeeping. Her experience in many fields has made her a
well-rounded professional who balances attention to detail
and a hard work ethic with a consultative touch. Mother of
a Girls Scout and a middle schooler, enjoys TV shows and to
spend time with the family!
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Emilio
Software engineering whiz @VNILA spreading nuggets of
coding gold related to mobile applications and websites.
8-year member of IEEE, and always aspiring member of The
Avengers. He likes to travel around the world and to know
different cultures!

Raul
As a Field Manager with over 20 years of experience driving
installations across different industries. Raul knows how to
get the job done during stressful moments! He likes to spend
time watching soccer matches and with the grandkids. Big
fan of Game of Thrones!

Diana
Diana has always had a passion for the technology field.
She was a PCA for eight years before making the decision
to start working for VNILA as a Accounting Staff. She has a
wonderful way of adapting to her surroundings, even the
most stressful, and using daily applications to solve difficult
problems for both clients and staff members. She likes to
spend time with the family. Powerful mother of 4!

BackgroundElectronic Devices

OUR VARIETY OF SERVICES

VIRTUAL GUARD

NETWORK SECURITY

REMOTE ACCESS

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

DATA MANAGEMENT

DATA SECURITY

SURVEILLANCE

WEB DESIGN

E-COMMERCE

SALES BOOSTER

MALWARE REMOVAL

APP DESIGN

CENTRALIZED SERVICES

WEB HOSTING

WEB ANALYTICS

META LOCATOR

VNILA Services Inc.

WEB SECURITY

SALES BOOSTER

BUSINESS AUTOMATION
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CLOUD INTEGRATION

some
SURVEILLANCE
PRODUCTS
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just
some
brands
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OTHER
EXPERTISE

AUDIO AND SURROUND
SYSTEMS

ACCESS CONTROL
SYSTEMS

DIGITAL TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS

CREATIVE VIDEO
AND POST PRODUCTION

STRUCTURAL CABLING
INSTALLATIONS

CLOUD-BASED
INTEGRATIONS

WIRELESS NETWORK
INSTALLATIONS

PROFESSIONAL
WEBSITE CREATION

SMART-SYSTEMS
INTEGRATIONS
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ADDITIONAL
brands
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DIGITAL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS
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PANASONIC
SYSTEMS

AVAYA
SYSTEMS

CISCO
SYSTEMS

YEALINK
SYSTEMS

PANASONIC
SYSTEMS

POLYCOM
SYSTEMS

AVAYA
SOUNDSTATIONS

POLYCOM
SOUNDSTATIONS

CISCO
SOUNDSTATIONS

VNILA Services Inc.
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PARTNERSHIPS
STRATEGIC ALLIANCES help us to
maintain our affordable costs that
immediately translates to our
client’s beneficial

Expand Geographic Reach

Acquire New Clients
Increased market share and market access are the leading
reasons businesses seek new partnerships, with 68 percent of
executives listing acquiring new customers as a main benefit
of effective alliances. Businesses can participate in new supplier-vendor relationships, form ongoing deals with import/export
firms and more in order to increase market share and access.

Increase Revenue
66 percent of senior executives view increased
revenue as a primary advantage of successful partnerships. When their strategic objectives align and
their resources complement each other, business
partners can provide each other new market access
and, in turn, new revenue streams.
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Expanding distribution is among the top
three benefits sought by businesses entering into partnerships, with 32 percent of
executives naming expanding geographic
reach as a primary goal of their partnerships. Tightly linked to accessing new customers and revenue channels, geographic
expansion is often a first step toward new
growth.

BENEFITS

A partnership may benefit from the
combination of complimentary
skills of two or more people.
There is a wider pool of
knowledge, skills
and contacts.
Access New Technologies
Partnerships are often an ideal way to access new technologies without expending resources. Just over a quarter,
or 26 percent, of business leaders list gaining access to
new technology or intellectual property as a benefit of
strategic partnerships.

Sharing
Resources

Extend Product Lines

27 percent of executives list product diversification as a
primary goal of strategic partnerships. Businesses often
collaborate to gain access to the materials, knowledge or
market they need to extend their product lines.

Along the same lines of
accessing new technologies
and IP, businesses also
enter strategic partnerships
in order to pool resources.
23 percent of executives cite
adding sharing resources
as a primary objective of
partnerships, effectively
advancing them on their
path to innovation.

VNILA Services Inc.
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some
EQUIPMENT
rental
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ACCESS
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
ELECTRIC STRIKE

EXIT DETECTOR

PUSH-TO EXIT

VOICE INTERCOMS

VIDEO INTERCOMS

RFID SAMPLES

BIOMETRIC FINGER
READER

BIOMETRIC IRIS
READER

BIOMETRIC HAND
READER

KEYSCAN SYSTEMS

SUPREMA SYSTEMS

HID SYSTEMS

VNILA Services Inc.
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OUR
HAPPY
CLIENTS
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VIRTUAL
GUARD
The largest benefit of security monitoring services is the
ability to monitor the system remotely and still react in
real time to events. Remote guards have three major
advantages compared with a tradition human guard:

Savings

Effectiveness

Virtual guards
are a third the
cost of
traditional
guards, which
makes them
extremely
necessary for
any type of
business

Our trained
virtual guards
can monitor
your entire
system
compared
to multiple
guards on the
ground

Increased Capabilities
The security system they are monitoring can see farther,
and better at night, giving them a better view of your site

Schudule a free consultation (323) 358-3803
VNILA Services Inc.
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For more information, please contact us:
VNILA Services Inc.
P.O. Box 11212
Glendale, CA 91226
(323) 358-3803
www.vnila.com

